
In this lesson, we will introduce the purpose of the Holy Scriptures to reveal Jesus Christ, the 
Son of the Living God.  This craft was modified from the youtube video produced by Paper 
Folds--Origami and Crafts (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9ODHDf3b-c).  The video 
demonstrates the steps for creating a blank “Magic Message Disappearing Secret Greeting 
Card”.   I have made preprinted pages to create our craft.

Materials:
Printed craft (1 per student)
Colored pencils
Scissors
Bible

DIRECTIONS:

1.  Print the craft using 2-sided, short-edged binding.  (You can either print on white paper or 
select two different colors to bring out the woven effect in the craft.) 

2. Fold the first page in half (hamburger style).

3.  Fold each of the sides in to the center to create a book that has “French Doors”
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4.  Fold the page in half lengthwise (hotdog style).

5.   Fold each of the sides to the center so that when opened back flat, there are 16 squares.  

6. Fold in half again (hamburger 
style) and starting at the folded 
edge, cut along each fold to the   
     center of the half page.   
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7.  When the page is opened, it will 
have cut slits in the center of the 
page.

8.   On page 2, cut the two center strips out
      along the solid lines.  (Dispose of the
      two side strips.)

9. Weave the two strips through the slits in 
     the first page as shown so that the 
     scripture verses show in each of the 
     squares.
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10.  The final result will show the two center columns woven.  (Using two different colors will 
       show the weaving better than white paper, but the white paper has the benefit of more 
       flexibility in coloring with colored pencils.)

11. Fold to close book and color 
      the title “Holy Bible” with
      colored pencils.  Point out that 
      this is not the entire Bible, but 
      that you will be looking at a few 
      “verses” or parts of the Bible.
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12. Open the page and begin with the top left corner verse that will set the theme:  John 5:39.  
Have the students circle or color as you or an older student reads it.  Show where the verse is 
located in an actual Bible, and for older students you could have different versions read.  The 
point is that the scriptures testify of Jesus.

13.  Pray the prayer in the top right-hand corner and have the students circle or color this square.

14. Go through each verse beginning in column 1 with Matthew 19:17 and have them underline 
significant words.  Take as much time as you feel necessary on each one and have students 
locate these scriptures in a Bible to show the locations.  (Feel free to spend more time for 
older students and less time for younger students as is needed.)

15.  After reviewing the verses, back-fold the center and open up the secret page to show the 
       purpose of the scriptures.

16.  Point out that the Spirit of God reveals Jesus Christ and that this is not possible for us to 
discover on our own.  Jesus was there the entire time we were looking at the verses, but He 
has to be revealed.  And His revelation gives the scriptures their meaning.  Otherwise, we 
will ignorantly give our own meaning to the scriptures.

17. The extra blank sections are there for notes or other verses that you might want to include.
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